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ABOUT US
The National Accrediting Commission for Diversity and Inclusion™ is synonymous
with value and integrity. Our primary mission is simple: We aim to deliver the
best possible accreditation experience for our members and other stakeholders.
The National Accrediting
membership organization
capacity of diversity and
professional development
practices globally.

Commission for Diversity and Inclusion is a
that strives to elevate and expand the global
inclusion. NACDI is committed to supporting
and the evaluation of diversity and inclusion

Members of NACDI represent a broad spectrum of professional fields dedicated to
supporting societal change by broadening the adoption of diversity and inclusion
best practices, professional development resources, networking opportunities, and
access to a community of professionals in the field, and more. We hope you will
join us!

OUR MISSION
To elevate and expand the global capacity of Diversity and Inclusion by:

BUILDING

SUPPORTING

PRESENTING

An inclusive and
accessible community for
DE and I professionals
that is firmly rooted in the
philosophy, principles and
practices of DE and I.

The dissemination of
authoritative information
for promoting,
implementing and
advancing the philosophy,
principles, and practices of
DE and I.

Our collective resources
and knowledge to
supportive public
audiences to elevate and
advocate support for the
expansion of DE and I.

OUR VALUES

GLOBAL
COMMUNITY

REFLECTIVE
LEADERSHIP

SOCIAL
JUSTICE

Is an essential
progression to further
diversity and inclusion
methodologies and
practices around the
globe.

The dissemination of
authoritative information
for promoting,
implementing and
advancing the
philosophy, principles,
and practices of DE and
I.

Supporting people of
diverse backgrounds,
beliefs, and cultures is
an integral part of
developing successful
diversity and inclusion
initiatives.

Becoming accredited means an organization has conducted a thorough self-assessment and compared
themselves to recognized benchmarks of best practice. Accreditation means that the organization, agency,
or program was able to demonstrate evidence of implementation to all relevant benchmarks. Accreditation
is a rigorous process conducted by a third-party organization such as the National Accrediting Commission
for Diversity and Inclusion™.
Our accreditation program and process is entitled, S.O.A.R.™ Solutions. Opportunities. Actions.
Responses. Our process is supported and referenced with The Global Diversity and Inclusion Benchmarks:
Standards for Organizations Around the World (GDIB). powered by the Centre for Global Inclusion.

